
Death Guns 591 

Chapter 591 - 567: Only Girl's Meeting 

While Sera, Sakuya, and Alice left Alex behind and came out, Sera first turned her head in Alice's 

direction and ordered. 

''Alice, go finish your mission.''  

As if she didn't need to be reminded again, Alice vanished, leaving only Sera and Sakuya behind. There 

was a short silence before Sera said. 

''I believe that you have something to ask me?"  

''How sharp of you. Indeed, I have something to ask.'' Sakuya said no need to bit around the bush; she 

immediately admitted that she did have something to ask Sera.  

Sera chuckled and resumed walking, still walking, she said.  

''Let's go for a walk; you will tell what you want to ask. Well, I can more or less guess what you want to 

ask. I do my best to live up to your expectations.'' Sera said half-jokingly. 

''Oh! I'm sure you will.'' Sakuya responded with a smile, sure of herself. Sera only shrugged in response 

before the two disappeared somewhere.  

At the same time, in the first guild headquarter, Incursio sat on a throne bigger than herself; she put one 

leg over another and was lazily munching grape.  

Leonardo was not present as he rushed off somewhere when he heard of certain someone's arrival.  

Incursio was too late to bother about Leonardo's behavior; although she appeared unaffected on the 

outside, inside, she was rejoicing. Finally, he had come. As for the girls and their goal to merge their 

guild, she didn't care; it wouldn't change anything as she believed in herself. What was giving Incursio a 

headache was what to do? Should she start the party by ambushing Alex's group in the city or only when 

they went inside the tower?  

Incursio thought for a moment before deciding to go for the second option; she might be strong, but this 

doesn't mean she was the strongest in the capital, there are plenty of people stronger than her, among 

players, there weren't many, but when it comes to NPCs, there are plenty of them, so she better 

behave.  

''You say that the Radiant Guild is about to make an announcement?" Incursio asked, not bothering by 

the fact that the messenger was lying practically face against the ground trembling; he was too afraid; 

he knew what fate awaited him if he were to make a mistake, a natural death, something he feared.  

''Y-yes, your excellence. Our spy said they are currently in a meeting after someone comes and said 

something to the guild master.''  

''I see; you can scram,'' Incursio said and waved her hand, immediately, that man was sent flying, he 

knocked against the giant doors and passed through the gap, he vomited blood while a few of his teeth 

flew; however, there was a smile on his face. 



'Hehe, I have surviv-'  

Boom!  

The poor man had even finished celebrating before his body got blown away; he died.  

''Fool! As if I don't know what you were thinking. You see me as the devil, let me be the devil which 

slaughters on a whim until the end then.''  

Incursio mumbled while leaning back into her throne, she closed her eyes, and the image of a golden-

haired girl appeared in her mind; this person was none other than Luna, Alex's fiancee. 

''She indeed looks like a Saintess; she can make the perfect vessel for that dirty thing from the Holy Crux 

empire, that thing that calls herself the goddess of light.''  

Incursio seemed to know more about the Holy Crux empire than Alex and others.  

''Hehehe! Having been trained by that muscle head, I am curious about how strong this girl is? Well, I'll 

find out soon anyway; no need to be hasty.'' She mumbled.  

Four hours passed in a flash.  

Back in Sera's location, a meeting took place; two hours ago, the Radiant Guild, the new guild, 

announced their intention of merging with the fourth guild, Sera's guild. The new sent the capital into 

turmoil; many believe that with this merging, there would be a new guild that could threaten the 

absolute three upper guilds.  

As for the concerned party currently, they ignored all these rumors and were enjoying their meeting.  

''It's good to see you, Mio.'' Maria embraced Sakuya immediately upon their arrival. 

''Your breasts have grown bigger again.'' Sakuya teased Maria when embracing her; both Maria and 

Luna rolled their eyes at Sakuya. Gracier chuckled while looking at them, she would have wished for her 

brother to be present, but it couldn't be helped as he got punished after losing against Sera; nobody 

blamed her as they could understand her feeling because they are also women. 

Finally, it was Luna's turn to share a hug with her sister; the greetings went on before finally ending. 

Sitting around a big oval table, Sakuya finally had the time to look at Eri; the latter was trying to avoid 

eyes contact with her; she was not good at dealing with Sakuya; she was like her natural nemesis.  

''Fufufu! Maria, where did you catch this flat-chested girl from?" Sakuya said, crossing her arms, it was 

unknown if she did intentionally, but when she crossed her arms, she emphasized her ample breasts, 

making them more prominent.  

Upon seeing this, Eri, who had stayed obedient until now, flared up.  

''Screw you, you Aho girl.'' She mocked Sakuya, Maria, and Luna facepalmed; Kuina chuckled, Sera 

showed no reaction; this was because she knew that she must let them vent a little if not when the 

meeting would begin it might cause trouble if some of them were still holding back.  



Meanwhile, Gracier ignored Eri, who had a bad temper, and began exchanging with Alice; because the 

two have been together due to Alice acting as her bodyguard, they became closer. Alice could hold a 

normal conversation with Gracier.  

Sakuya didn't say anything when she was called Aho girl (Dumb girl). The silence became suffocating to 

Eri; in the end, she was forced to shout.  

''Say something.''  

It almost sounds like a pleading.  

Sakuya smiled and only said one word. 

''Pettanko!"  

Eri, who understands a bit of Japanese, immediately understood what this word means; she almost 

attacked Sakuya but finally controlled herself; what Sakuya said wasn't different from what she said 

previously; it was just the language that changed.  

''Please begin the meeting,'' Eri admitted defeat.  

Sera nodded her head.  

''Let's us begin then.'' 

Chapter 592 - [Bonus ] 568: The Others Finally Arrived 

In another location, in another city, another starter's village. 

A green-haired beauty had just finished killing a 2 Stars Boss; it was an alligator.  

Pandora tapped her feet on the ground while mumbling.  

''Unbound!"  

The vines sealing the dead boss's body against the ground vanished.  

''You two, have you finished clearing the monsters assigned to you?" Pandora shouted, her voice 

traversed the forest, the leaves seemed to carry her words until here.  

Two people fighting against what seemed like an illusion stopped and exchanged glances; it was one 

man and a woman, Zwei and Drei, members of Alex's special force. 

They didn't hesitate anymore; they immediately used their ultimate combo; they vanished to form a thin 

line that passed through the illusion's body; the monster was cut into multiple pieces. They called this 

move, thousand cuts, only usable when the two are together.  

''Let's head back; let's not let the mistress wait!" The man said the girl wanted to say something but, in 

the end, chose not to say anything.  

The two disappeared in a flash, and when they reappeared, they stood before Pandora.  

''Greetings, Mistress !"  



''Greetings, Leader !"  

Pandora furrowed her brows at Zwei's words.  

''How many I have told you not to call me that? I'm not one of his lovers, nor one day I would be. So stop 

it before I get furious.'' Pandora said in a cold voice.  

''Eeek!" Zwei stepped back and shrunk his neck; the fear he was feeling was not a joke, so was the 

pressure.  

Finally, the pressure receded, letting Zwei breathe a sigh of relief.  

Looking in the direction of the capital, Pandora announced.  

''Let's go; the others must be waiting for us.''  

Zwei and Drei nodded their heads; they could not hide their happiness; this would be their first time 

working under their master.  

Pandora, Zwei, and Drei took the Sky Vessel to the capital.  

Simultaneously, in another location, Leonardo happened to be heading to the capital; in another part of 

the city, the Holy daughter who had rallied the other students she had chanced upon departed toward 

the capital as well. 

Like this, almost every student from Mysthia began heading to the capital. 

However, there was still someone who had head to the capital yet; this person was none other than the 

demon princess, the reincarnated demon's goddess, Lilith.  

Currently, she was inside the Shadow Forest. As the name suggested, it was a dark forest filled with 

undead monsters.  

Facing the purple-eyed girl, an intangible shadow above its head was the following description. 

[Creepy Shadow]  

[Level 105]  

HP: 3000 

MP: 2000 

[Description: A intangible shadow that exists between planes, it disappears after being killed.] 

(Skills): 

[Shadow Movement: Can move freely in the shadows once every 5 seconds] 

[Possess: Can possess someone's body, depending on the host level and mental capacity. Usable once]  

Before the Creepy Shadow could close the distance between it and Lilith, it was hit by a bolt of lightning 

and immediately disintegrated. 

Immediately after killing one Creepy Shadow, Lilith felt a movement coming from behind. She chuckled. 



A Creepy Shadow who somehow managed to sneak behind Lilith raised its black-looking sword high and 

cut down. 

However- 

*Swoosh!* 

The monster's attack only hit the air without hitting the target. 

Lilith had dodged; she looked to her right and saw another Creepy Shadow emerge from the shadows of 

another tree, charging towards her. 

The Creepy Shadow made a quick move and struck with its claw from the bottom up. However, she 

easily dodged the monster's attack by taking three small steps to the left, avoiding the attack for a few 

inches.  

Then a huge lightning vortex burst out from Lilith's body and hit the two Creepy Shadows closing in.  

It was like getting by truck; although intangible, they still felt the pain before getting erased from the 

world.  

''Time to head deeper and clear this dungeon.'' Lilith spat and walked deeper into the forest.  

The more she walked, the more creepy the forest became; ordinary people would have been scared a 

long time ago; however, Lilith felt nothing; she had seen more ridiculous things, more creepy things than 

this. 

Shaking her head, Lilith continued to advance and slowly enter deeper into the Forest of Shadows.  

For about an hour, she was killing Creepy Shadows without rest, so her experience bar increased a 

notch, and at this rate, she will be able to level up soon.  

Suddenly, the forest turned quiet for a moment before,  

*Ghazi* 

*Ghazi* 

*Ghazi* 

The creepy sound of bones could be heard everywhere.  

From the darkness, countless skeletons appeared and surrounded Lilith in the blink of an eye; she did 

nothing as their level was, too; she would spend too much stamina fighting them one by one. 

''Great, now that we have an audience. Let's us test this ability.''  

Lilith mumbled before pointing one of her fingers at the sky, and from this finger, purple lightning shot 

out.  

[Lightning Descent!]  

Ziiiii! Ziiiii!  



Like her voice was some signal, the small lightning shot in the sky became a giant lightning vortex that 

immediately descended onto the ground.  

Zila~  

These hundred or so Shadows skeletons were immediately erased; they couldn't put any resistance, the 

ground was shared. The remaining lightning vortex that struck the ground rippled outward and went 

crashing into a certain direction.  

Boom!  

''Hehehe! It would have been boring otherwise.'' Lilith spat out when she saw the giant skeleton hiding 

in the depth of the forest block her attack like nothing.  

The Shadow Lord Skeleton was truly enormous as he raised its body, fifteen meters tall, dressed in black 

armor; ominous black energy was oozing from his armor while the huge spear he carried seemed to 

have come from hell. 

[Shadow Skeleton Lord Vanir]  

[Level 160]  

[????]  

[Skills: Thousand armies! Corrosion! Shadow Domain]  

''Well, let's end this!"  

Lilith shouted and closed her hands; mana gathered around her, and black flashed through her purple 

eyes, and she declared. 

[Cosmic Heaven Flame Tribulation!]  

Kabooooom!  

A Golden black flame enveloped the giant skeleton making him cry. 

It died shortly after while Lilith kneeled, gasping for breath.  

''I guess that I still can use it. Well, I shall rest and head to the capital once I have recuperated enough; 

Artemia must be waiting for me, others as well..'' Lilith said before sitting in a lotus position to 

recuperate faster. 

Chapter 593 - 569: The Result Of The Meeting 

''So, you mean to say that this Incursio or whatever is the leader of the God's hand, the first guild?" 

Maria asked after Sera told them of whom they should be wary of. 

Sera and Alice nodded their heads; both had grave expressions on their faces; no Sakuya expression was 

even more severe than the two as she had tasted firsthand how powerful that small girl was.  

''Sakuya?" Maria and Luna noticed Sakuya's unusualness, and they couldn't help but be concerned about 

why she was reacting like this. 



''N-No, it's just that this girl is dangerous, truly dangerous, it's not something any of you can face,'' 

Sakuya said, stuttering. 

This shocked Maria; from Sera and Alice's words, she had deducted that Incursio was dangerous, but 

having never faced her, her judgment was bound not to be accurate; however, from Sakuya's reaction 

just now, there was a need to reevaluate the one named Incursio.  

To let them know how scary Incursio was, Sakuya briefly recounted what happened, how the three of 

them couldn't even handle the minor white demon, they lost, only Alex lasted a while but was about to 

lose, no he lost. Incursio was truly dangerous; she didn't use half of her power when they fought against 

her.  

''This is going to be troublesome,'' Maria mumbled while repeatedly tapping on the table before her.  

Silence permeated the meeting room as everyone was lost in thoughts; finally, Eri couldn't take it 

anymore; the silence was becoming suffocating, so she said.  

''Why are you hung up? She might be strong, she might have a guild with her, but does this mean we are 

alone? Don't this room is filled with women more amazing than the other? So what are you afraid of 

you? Don't you believe in yourself? In your so-called friends? We are not weak; if we unite before 

everyone goes down, we might kill this Incursio. Don't forget that there is still that Alex whatever and 

some your comrades coming, together we will be invincible.''  

Eri's words were like a huge splash of cold water over them; they finally noticed that they had been 

acting unnaturally, so they quickly got of themselves. 

It was a bit of shame to be reprimanded by Eri, Maria thought, but she was not someone that didn't 

know when to recognize the other work even though she didn't like her.  

''Nice words, Eri.'' Maria genuinely praised Eri as her words had opened their eyes. However, as she had 

anticipated, Eri was surprised; she was not the only one though, the others were surprised as well, but if 

Eri had stopped there, it would have been perfect. Unfortunately, she didn't do that; after her initial 

surprise, she covered her mouth and said. 

''Oh! My, care to repeat what you have just said?"  

Naturally, Maria ignored her as she was not in the mood to entertain her, somehow she regretted what 

she had done; however, there was no turning back; it had already happened.  

Turning her head in the other's direction, Maria said.  

''I will let Sera decide what to do in Alex's stead, but I do suggest that we create some method to let 

others that would arrive to know that we are here, that they must join us. The Holy Daughter aside, I bet 

some of them would gladly accept joining our guild. How does this idea sound?"  

Maria waited for the others to tell her their thoughts on this matter; she looked at Sera in particular, the 

latter although she was maintaining a poker face outside, inwardly she was surprised by Maria not 

competing with her for the post of temporary guild leader as she was sure that she would have done it. 

'Has she changed? Turning over a new leaf?' Sera thought for a moment before quickly shaking her 

head, discarding such absurd thought, she wouldn't be Maria if she did otherwise, sneakily glancing at 



Maria, Sera felt chill down her spine when she saw her smiling innocently at her like she was the most 

innocent creature in the universe.  

Shaking her head again, Sera secretly thought that this must be some ploy and she would not fall for it. 

Sera decided, firming her belief that Maria was surely planning something. However, none of what she 

was thinking was real. Typically, Maria should have been competing for Sera's place but she decided 

against it; from the most normal place, you can do incredible things, shine than anybody when you play 

the right cards. She doesn't need to be at the top to shine; besides, this place has been earned by the 

other through hardships; it would have been unwise to try to snatch it like that; it would create hostility 

between them which would not be healthy for the Harem, as the future head of the Harem she ought to 

take the other party wellbeing in consideration, all of this was to build a good relationship and long-

lasting harem life which would not blow up midway. She must be a good leader, not a tyrant that 

nobody would like, that everybody would be wary again. Maria had so decided.  

If only the girls, particularly Sera, knew what Maria was thinking about, how far her thoughts and plans 

had gone, they would have said she was terrifying worthy of the title of Empress.  

Pa! Pa!  

Luna clapped twice to draw everyone's attention; having got them, she said.  

''It's what she said; what do you think, Sera? Is Maria's idea worth implementing?"  

Facing Luna's question, there was no need to hesitate; Sera immediately gave her opinion. 

''I do think that Maria's suggestion is a good one. The Holy Daughter aside and the others can be used, 

but I think we should prioritize The Lionheart Empire crown prince, the Wolfang princess, the demon's 

princess, the third princess, Pandora, and others.''  

Nobody refuted Sera's plan; they all nodded their heads, and together, they thought of a plan to lead 

the others toward this guild. Finally, they found something which they were sure would work, drawn on 

the guild recruitment posters was Alex's gun; the moment Leon and others would see this, they would 

automatically head to the guild as they knew that Alex Gift is unique, it was Gracier who came up with 

this idea. 

Like this, the meeting came to an end. They ignored Eri, who at the end asked. 

''Who is this Alex who had a gun from Earth? Where is he?"  

It never occurred to Eri that this person was the once youngest billionaire in their school; soon, they 

would meet. 

Chapter 594 - 570: Bullying 

Two days passed in a flash. Finally, it was time for Alex to head out, he had never expected his 

punishment to extend to two days, and because he was guilty, he obediently suffered his punishment; if 

this could alleviate some of her anger, it was a low price to pay, besides these two days haven't been 

used idling, he used them to think about to combine his skills, the result was not a success. Still, he 

slowly began formulating possible solutions that might help him in his future fights. 



Just as he came out from the underground arena, Alex immediately noticed a silhouette dashing toward 

him; even without checking, he knew who this person was; opening his arm wide, Alex welcomed his 

sister, whom he had missed dearly.  

''Ah! I miss you too much, Alexandra!'' Alex declared while hugging his sister against his chest, her tiny 

body seemed so fragile that it could break with a bit of strength, yet she was one of the things he 

cherished, he would always cherish in his life; not only she brings joy just with her presence in his life, 

seeing her renewed his determination never to falter, some say that when you have something you hold 

dear your strength would be doubled. You will feel the world is becoming better, a better place, brighter 

and worth living; Alex could not be happier to agree with this statement.  

Gracier didn't immediately respond as she was fighting against her tears; being sent into a foreign world, 

she was bound to be scared even though she had put forth a strong front, all of this was not to show her 

weak side, if she was on Earth, only in extreme environments would have she suffered, she usually 

would have been a pampered young lady enjoying her life. Still, the reality here wasn't so kind, and this 

is no Earth; she ought to be strong, mature beyond her age, so she became mature.  

''There, there I'm here right now, cry to your heart content. I'm sorry it must have been hard on you. 

Don't worry; big brother is here now; you can let it go and temporally relax.'' Alex said to his sister; his 

words were relaxing; they worked like the best lullaby.  

Gently Gracier, who had finally calmed down, nodded her head. 

''Unh! I'm happy to have you seen you two; I missed you too much; however, it would be unfair to keep 

you only for myself.'' Gracier said with a playful smile; she was hinting at her brother to look behind; 

many people couldn't wait to hug him.  

Even though she still hasn't enough of her brother's love, she hadn't gotten enough Alexnium; she still 

knows best when to quit. 

Alex grinned and lowered his head to put a light kiss on his sister's forehead.  

''Alexandra is the best; I love you the most.'' Alex declared his undying love for his sister, who leaned 

backward and winked at the others.  

Maria and the others looked at each other; they could read each other thoughts, at the moment, they 

only had one thought which was that little Gracier must be not be underestimated as she appeared to 

be the most dangerous of all; however, now wasn't the time to take care of the little devil as she was 

called.  

Alex turned to face the girls; he saw Maria, Luna, Sakuya, Sera, Alice, Kuina, and an unexpected guest.  

''You!"  

Before Luna could enjoy a hug with her man, Eri walked forward and pointed her trembling finger at 

Alex. Finally, she was able to meet the famous Alex, whom everyone seemed to hold in high esteem; 

however, it never occurred to her that this famous would be none other than her classmate, Alexander, 

although he was rarely in class, he was known by everyone because he was the youngest billionaire in 

the state, not only in their state but in many other states as well; therefore it ended as a shock to Eri 



that the famous young billionaire would be even famous here, she had heard how awesome he is, what 

he had done, how strong he is, she heard so much that she had somehow become fed up of them.  

There was another thing she had noticed during these two days which was that all the women present 

seemed to hold some feeling toward Alex, they didn't hide it, so naturally, the normally dense Eri was 

able to notice this; therefore, she formed a bad image of this Alex, she labeled him as womanizer whom 

she wanted to have nothing to do with. 

Back to the current situation.  

Luna, who usually stayed gentle most of the time, became angry for the first time; not only did this girl 

interrupt her sweet time, her sweet reunion with her fiance, she even dared to point her finger at Alex, 

how disrespectful. 

''Shut up! Never point your finger at anyone, not him; he is my man, our man. Don't interrupt my sweet 

reunion with him anymore, or I won't be polite anymore. Got it, little ERI?"  

''Hic!"  

Eric hiccuped and immediately stepped back; she was too afraid of the current Luna; her gentle side had 

disappeared like a cloud of smoke and was replaced by her fierce side, which sent a chill down one 

spine.  

''Stop it, Lû. Don't you see that you are scaring her? From outsiders' point of view, won't this be seen as 

us bullying a fla- I meant helpless rabbit?" Alex intervened. His intervention would have been perfect if 

he hadn't said the word flat; even though he changed it midway, everyone present heard it, and they 

knew what he was trying to say. 

While most of them were trying hard not to laugh, some didn't care; no, they deliberately laughed.  

Maria and Kuina laughed hard, Sakuya joined them. 

''Hahaha, Alex, you're too funny.''  

''Indeed! Flat chested Bunny, he says," Maria added, adding to Eri's fury.  

'Shit! I have never said that, though.' Alex's shoulders slumped like he was wrongly accused.  

''You, you, good!" Eri shouted before vanishing.  

Sera facepalmed, and Alex shook his head, looking at the girls laughing. Just as he was about to say 

something, something appeared and whispered something into Sera's ears; the latter widened for a 

moment before she smiled and looked at Alex and declared. 

''Let's go; we have some guests to welcome.''  

Alex and the girls exchanged glances before following Sera to the meeting room; Alex was curious about 

the guests. 

Chapter 595 - 571: Meeting 4; Drink Between Friends 



When Alex and the others arrived at the hall where the guests were waiting, they were surprised to find 

out that only Lilith and Artemia were missing from the group which had come. 

''Long time no see, my friend!" Leon stood up the moment he saw Alex; he opened his arms, asking for a 

hug, and Alex didn't hesitate and hugged him back. By slapping Alex with a bit of strength, Leon 

laughed.  

''I missed you. You have gotten stronger; I almost couldn't rivalise you.''  

''You have become stronger as well. Let have about after.'' Alex declared while also slapping Leon's back; 

the latter laughed, happy to soon fight Alex.  

When the two got separated, Alex turned to face the others.  

''Welcome back, Pandora, Zwei, Drei, and Eri. It's good to you guys again.''  

''Greetings, Alex.''  

''Greetings Master !!"  

''I'm happy to see you guys as well. Kuina, you seemed happy, good for you.'' Eri said while looking at 

Kuina smiling; the latter rolled her eyes at Eris's blatant teasing.  

Everyone laughed as they sat around the table; Leon and others briefly shared their experiences.  

The meeting lasted around one hour before it was dismissed; naturally, the five immediately joined 

Alex's guild, whose name had been changed to Heaven Guild. Because most of them had been 

exhausted due to the long travel, they immediately excused themselves to their rooms to rest.  

However, Leon was an exception; he forced Alex to join him for a drink.  

Inside Leon's room sat two men; one had a beast feature while the other had heterochromia eyes. The 

two were silently drinking, four empty bottles lay on the table, and the scent of heavy alcohol filled the 

room; just with this scent alone, one should get drunk, especially those who were weak to alcohol. 

Despite these four empty bottles on the ground, the two showed no signs of stopping. 

Finally, after the sixth bottle became emptied, Alex lifted his head albeit, with difficulty; the alcohol had 

started to kick in, he was drunk so was Leon, what had started as a simple drink between friends evolved 

into a competition where the two wanted to see who between them would get drunk first, they emptied 

each one bottle after another, the result it was a draw with them drinking each three bottle of Spirit Ale, 

not the strongest alcohol but it was not far from it, its alcohol percentage hovered between 30-45 

percent. 

''Burp! Let's consider this as a draw!" Alex declared; Leon immediately responded.  

''Let's call it to draw! My head is spinning. Competition between friends can help one improve, 

surpassing your previous level. My limit was a two Spirit Ale bottle, yet today I have surpassed this 

limit.''  

From Leon's words, Alex learned something, which was that this wasn't Leon's first time competing 

when it came to an alcohol contest, this left Alex curious, and he almost asked to satiate his curiosity. 



''I see. Tell me with who you had your first competition.''  

Upon hearing that question, Leon couldn't help but feel a little amused as he remembered a forgotten 

past; this made the corners of his mouth perk up. 

''It was against Kuina!" Leon answered; his answer shocked Alex as he hadn't anticipated this. 

''You must be joking, right?"  

''Hahaha! I'm serious, my friend. I remembered that time we were only fourteen, yeah, only fourteen. As 

you might have noticed, we don't get along; we were always on each other trying to prove that we were 

best than the other. Seriously, that period had been one filled with craziness, competition, and full of 

youthfulness. I do miss such period again.''  

When Leon was saying those words, he had a look of nostalgia on his face, Alex could feel it, but he said 

nothing, just patiently waiting for his friend to continue. 

Finally, Leon, who had regained control over his emotions, continued his tale.  

''Like we used to compete regularly, that day wasn't an exception. Instead of competing in other 

subjects such as fighting, calligraphy, politics, we decided to compete by drinking alcohol. As you know, 

because a man was naturally superior to a woman, I thought that I'm superior; with this feeling of 

superiority, I challenged her.''  

''And the result?" Alex asked while fighting against the drowsiness threatening to overwhelm him; even 

though he already knew the outcome, he still asked as he was curious; he wanted to hear the result 

from the concerned party's mouth.  

Leon chuckled before pointing five fingers at Alex.  

''Five what?" Alex said, confused.  

Leon merrily laughed at Alex's confusion; he decided to explain it to him, like that he would better 

understand.  

''While I'm on my second bottle, that girl, no monster, had cracked five bottles."  

This declaration was like a bolt of lightning striking Alex directly on the head; he couldn't believe it and 

stood up.  

''You must be joking, right?"  

All drunkenness seemed to have disappeared from his body; he pricked his ears to ensure that his 

hearing was still working. Fortunately, it was still working; unfortunately, this would mean that he didn't 

hear wrong.  

''Hahaha! I'm serious. I'm not lying, at that time I couldn't believe my eyes, so I rubbed them so hard 

that they reddened, it thought that it was some illusion; however, my old man watching the competition 

from afar told me that it was real, that Kuina was a real monster, that five Spirit Ale wasn't her limit. 

Even he was not sure if he could win against her. I couldn't believe my ears; a fourteen years old girl 

beating my dad said to be comparable to the now fallen dwarf when it comes to drinking. This hit me 



hard. So, I have never forgotten that day's humiliation, I vowed to get my revenge one day, but 

ultimately I couldn't till this day. Although I don't know her current capacity, I dare say that you and I 

stand no chance if we ever challenge her. Don't worry; there are plenty of other areas where you can 

beat her.''  

Alex sighed before leaning back into his chair, he still had a hard time believing Leon's claim, but 

because it came from him, he had no choice but to believe in them. He secretly vowed never to 

challenge Kuina when it comes to alcohol, as he was sure to lose.  

''Hahaha! Let's forget such a painful past and talk!" Leon proposed to enlighten the mood, and Alex 

nodded; the two continued to chat until late in the night; however, they didn't drink alcohol anymore; 

they exchanged words. When it came to the subject of Alex deliberately letting Leonardo go, he acted 

like he had not heard this question which made Leon think that it was a sensitive subject, so he didn't 

pursue the matter any longer.. Like this, the night passed, and they welcomed a brand new day. 

Chapter 596 - 572: Two Days Off 

The sun rose, announcing the start of a new day and the end of peace for those still sleeping. 

Alex woke up and did his usual morning routine, and after he was done, he freshened up before heading 

downstairs where the others had been waiting for his arrival. 

''Greeting everyone!" Alex greeted those present before kissing his sister on the forehead.  

Sitting on his highest chair, Alex ignored Eri, who was glaring at him, obviously still displeased with what 

happened last time.  

''I think we should form teams to undergo rigorous training, this would help build harmony between the 

team, they will become more synchronized as they fight together, to face this enemy which is strong we 

need not only strength but perfect coordination. So, let's immediately think about forming those teams 

and begin the training.'' Alex suggested; he waited for the other's opinions; Kuina, Eri, Gracier, Leon, 

Alice, Pandora, and her time show no reaction to saying they were ready either way; however, the 

remaining people weren't enthusiastic others. Maria and Sakuya looked at Alex with a pitiful face; they 

shook their heads, making Alex frown.  

Meanwhile, Luna was pouting, obviously dissatisfied with Alex's plan to immediately start the training 

right away; as for Sera, whose face stayed passive, Alex knew with the short time spent with her that the 

Queen of the underworld wasn't happy, although it didn't show on her face.  

Finally, catching on to what was going on, Alex heaved a long sigh before changing his words and 

suggesting another thing.  

''Ah! Let's take a day off!"  

''Yay!!"  

Most of those present cheered at Alex's announcement; they were tired of constantly fighting, their 

lives lately could be resumed at sleeping, fighting, and then sleeping before fighting against, an endless 

circle, something to ought to change your routine or else your life would be monochrome, dull and 

boring.  



Looking at them cheering like they had won a lottery, Alex sighed yet again; thinking about it, he could 

understand. However, he had taken a day to rest; it was not resting considering that immediately after 

he came here and wanted to continue fighting ag, ain which could be considered boring.  

''We will take two days off, use them to rest and finish your unfinished business because after those two 

days we will be busy. Let's hope that in those two days, the others, especially Artemia and Lilith, who are 

not present would be here. The meeting is dismissed, Sera, please stay behind.'' Alex ordered; Maria 

glanced at Alex for a moment before leaving with her sisters and Gracier; Eri glared at Alex one more 

time before leaving; Alice, Pandora, and the others left after Eri, leaving only Sera behind.  

For a moment, nobody talked as the room turned silent. To dispel the awkward atmosphere, Alex 

coughed and said.  

''Sera, do you have anything planned for today?"  

Sera stared at Alex without saying a word for two minutes before answering.  

''I don't have anything planned? Why do you ask this? Are you planning on inviting me somewhere?" 

Sera asked with a smile yet not a smile; she knew the answer, yet she still asked, women, are mysterious 

creatures indeed.  

''Yes! Let's go on a date; I miss going out with you. Although it was only one time we went on a date 

which couldn't be considered as a date, I still enjoyed it, so let have some fun.'' Alex declared while 

staring directly into Sera's eyes. His words were sincere, although short that period the two shared 

before coming to Avalon, Alex truly enjoyed it, so he wanted to feel that feeling again while at the same 

time decreasing Sera's anger because he knew she was angry at him not making any move on her 

despite his initial words to pursue her.  

''I missed it too. Okay, I accept your offer. Even though I know that you are doing this to decrease my 

anger because this couldn't be more obvious, I shall follow you because I'm happy with your intention, 

you know what you did wrong, and you know what to do to be forgiven. Let's go.'' Sera responded 

before standing up, giving Alex one last glance she left to get prepared for the date.  

Alex watched Sera leave before slumping into his chair and sighed in relief.  

''Ah! That was safe; I have almost made a blunder. Thanks to the girls, I didn't shoot myself in the foot. 

Ah! I must cherish them.'' Alex declared while closing his eyes.  

〖Yes you must but also add a new girl to unlock your ability; you must hurry up.〗Nyx said.  

Despite Alex's surprise because of Nyx's unexpected intervention, he paid no heed to her words even 

though she was saying that for his good, just for the sake of unlocking an ability which he was not sure 

would be worth it, Alex could begin collecting woman left and right, he was not some kind of collector, 

nor he had the stamina for that, his waist would break if he had too many women to care of.  

Seeing Alex not wanting to follow her suggestion, Nyx didn't force him, at least for now; she left him to 

have his way until the day he would see that her words must not be taken as a joke nor taken lightly. 

Two hours later. The date had begun. 



Currently, Alex and Sera were not dressed as they normally dressed. Most people would think that they 

were two noble children on a date. Only a few people looked at them twice, but none of them realized 

the truth. They were disguised, with Sera's identity, it would have been hard not to draw a commotion; 

therefore, they decided to disguise and enjoy a simple date. 

Alex and Sera visited many places, starting with a small restaurant to eat breakfast and then going to a 

clothing store and finally the market. 

He bought her a necklace and put it on her neck. Sera's despite being foreign to the emotion she felt at 

that time, still smiled and accepted the gift, and her eyes were filled with gentleness after that. Her 

anger seemed to have decreased a bit. 

It had been a long time since the last time Alex and Sera were together, so he decided to ignore 

everything else and focus on the date.. He even ignored the people tailing them (Luna and others) after 

losing them so that they would not interrupt their date; Alex and Sera entered a café to take a rest. 

Chapter 597 - 573: Bungee Jump 

Alex and Sera entered a café to take a rest. 

"… Fuu, I'm tired." Sera smiled happily. Although she was not really tired, she acted as if she was. 

Alex knew he was joking but still played along; he held her hand tenderly. "Sorry about my past 

behavior, Sera. I must have hurt; I do something apologizes; I'll pay more attention from now for you not 

get snatched away. Although it is selfish of me to still want you with all I already have, I'm a selfish man, 

and I can't let you go." 

Sera smiled gently. "Mm, don't worry. I won't go; I will stay with you.''  

This declaration made Alex smile; however, Sera had not finished speaking. 

''But it is unknown whether you can make you fall in love with you. Maybe our relationship might stay 

forever as Boss and subordinate who knows.''  

''Hahaha!" Alex laughed hard upon hearing Sera's words.  

Sera was not offended by Alex's action as she almost found her words a bit funny; she lacked 

confidence; if you were to ask her whether she was hundred percent sure that their relationship while 

stay at a Boss and subordinate, she would shake her head as herself doesn't believe it. She had begun to 

change, slowly. The actions she did, which made today date possible, was only possible because she 

began to have a feeling for Alex; somewhere in her heart, Alex held a special place, so his words became 

more impactful, and because he didn't act upon his word, she was disturbed, she became restless and 

did what she had done if she was still the normal Sera, the cold Sera whose feelings weren't affected she 

wouldn't have cared whether or not If Alex had continued to court her.  

''From your expression, it seems that you're thinking that you might succeed?" Sera, who was trying to 

hide her embarrassment, said.  

Alex merely laughed, not saying anything; seeing him so full of confidence somehow made Sera 

annoyed. She snorted ignored Alex until they exited the cafe.  



''Let's go into that tower.'' Alex pointed at the tower in the distance, which resembled Tokyo Sky Tree. 

Sera nodded; she had been curious the first she had seen it, although not comparable to the gigantic 

tower which pierced the sky at the center of the capital, the tower Alex pointed at was tall as well. Sera 

didn't get the opportunity to visit nor tour the capital because since the moment she came; she had 

been busy making plans; however, now that she got the time to relax, she must enjoy herself and do 

things previously she hadn't done.  

Sera nodded before crossing her arm with Alex as they went to that tower, whose name was Skyline. It 

looked like Tokyo Sky Tree; there was a restaurant, a shopping mall, even an arcade room. Naturally, 

Alex and Sera visited every one of them. Alex was surprised to find out that the Skyline had an elevator 

but unlike the ones on Earth, the ones here were powered by magic; it was beautiful.  

Finally, Alex and Sera stood at the highest point; from here, they could see the whole capital, and truth 

be told, it was truly vast, twice the size of Avalon. Standing at 1968 ft (600 meters) from the ground 

made the two feel like they were overlords overlooking their subjects underneath them; this feeling 

could be intoxicating.  

''Humans are truly wonderful creatures; they live, procreate and create wonderful things.'' Alex 

suddenly said while looking down at the capital.  

''I agree, but to me, the ones who are more incredible are our creators. They are incredible to have 

created the universe, the worlds and the things that lived in those worlds.'' Sera said after a moment of 

silence.  

Alex stopped watching the scenery outside and stared at Sera in silence; the latter began feeling 

uncomfortable, so she glared at him and asked. 

''What?"  

''No, I don't think that those who created us are the ones that created the universe; normally, they 

should have been birthed by the chaos,'' Alex explained, which made Sera chuckle.  

''You are too hilarious, Alex. Birthed by the chaos, you better become an author then; authors spout 

these things of craps. Although I don't know if what you said is right, there must be someone who 

created the universe.''  

''I see, you do have a point if this is true, then the person who created the universe who created him and 

who created the person who created him-"  

''Stop, stop, stop.''  

Sera said it thrice. Alex stopped and waited for her to continue. After inhaling, Sera looked at Alex and 

suggested. 

''Let's not go into that subject because it will be endless; it's an endless topic. Let's enjoy our date.''  

After Sera's reminder, Alex nodded. 

''Indeed, let's continue our date.'' He said with a smile, which gave Sera a chill, yet she chose not to 

dwell on why she felt that chill. 



''So, where are you going next? What are we going to do?" 

Alex smiled and responded. 

''Oh! That? We are not going anywhere. We are right where we should be; the next exciting adventure 

was about to begin."  

''What?" Sera exclaimed; she immediately had a bad feeling; she tried to ask Alex what the hell he had 

planned; however, before she could, it happened.  

Something moved like a snake and latched onto her right foot; before she could check what that thing 

was, the floor under her feet disappeared, yeah it disappeared, and Sera began to free fall for 600 

meters. No matter who you might be, you faced such an unexpected situation, especially when you have 

no idea of this happening. 

''Iahhhhhhhhhhh!"  

Sera screamed like a helpless maiden while Alex feeling the caress of the wind against his cheek, was 

laughing.  

''H-how is it? Cool, isn't it?" He asked while readjusting the goggle which magically appeared on his 

face.  

Sera ignored him; first, it took her a bit of time before she managed to squeeze out a few words.  

''Alex, you're dead!"  

Alex, who had thought he would end their date with something exciting, froze in the air when he saw 

that it was possible to bungee jump from the highest floor, secretly subscribe for them; however, it 

seemed that it was a bad idea. 

That evening Alex returned home with two hands imprinted on his face; when he was asked what 

happened, he said nothing; at the same time, Sera was pale looking, unexpectedly, Sera had a fear of 

height, more precisely jumping from a sky was a no go. 

Chapter 598 - 574: Spending Time With Her 

The first day passed without too much trouble; after returning from his date with Sera, the girls 

understood that he must not be disturbed, so they did nothing. At the same time, it's let Sera know that 

today was her day; no one would try to snatch it by doing anything even when her date had ended long 

ago. 

Sun rays come as nature's easel, giving brilliant color to what was hidden even under the passing starlit 

night.  

Alex got up from the bed, strolled to the window, and looked outside. The sun rays shone on the girl's 

silhouette: Maria, Luna Sakuya, Gracier, and Eri were doing yoga in the garden.  

Looking at their graceful curves when they made all these complicated movements made Alex smile.  

''A brand new day. Huh! Who among them I will choose to go out with today?" Alex began to mull over 

who he should choose when suddenly, Silveria intervened. 



〖Why not choose your sister? She is the cutest of all.〗 

''Gracier? Well, that would work as well, but Nah! I will not choose her, she would come after, but now 

I'm going to choose Maria.'' Alex finally made his decision. 

〖I see, that's good as well.〗Silveria said before retiring.  

Alex smiled, not saying anything; he knew well that her intervention let him have an easy time choosing 

with whom he would go out. Selecting Maria was the right decision as the two rarely got the 

opportunity to go out and have fun. 

Half of an hour later, when Alex and others were eating breakfast, Alex announced.  

''Maria, let's go out after we finish.''  

Facing this unexpected proposal, Maria froze for a second before resuming eating while at the same 

time answering Alex's question.  

''Sure, let's go out.''  

There was a beautiful smile on that ice-cold face, which was truly beautiful, capable of trapping any soul. 

Leon shook his head and thought that his friend was lucky to have one exceptional woman after 

another.  

After breakfast, Alex and Maria head out. Maria wore a light blue Ruffle-Sleeve Sheath Dress; Alex wore 

a denim jacket over his jeans.  

Alex and Sera visited an aquarium before shopping before stopping at the Skyline in one of their 

restaurants. They ordered food and wine.  

Halfway through their meals, Maria stopped prompting Alex to do the same thing.  

''What is it? The food, isn't it to your liking?" He asked as he found her behavior unusual.  

Wiping her mouth using the napkin, Maria answered.  

''No, the food here is great. It's just that I'm overflowing with emotions. I haven't gotten the time to 

have such a meal in a long time, so long that I'm moved. You don't know, but I had a similar meal when 

Sakuya and I visited Tokyo to pay respect to her late father; we visited Tokyo Sky Tree after leaving the 

Sky Tower, so visiting a place that looked like the sky tree brought back some memories.''  

''I see.'' Alex finally understood the reason behind Maria's action. He also wiped his mouth and ordered 

the table to be cleaned; he asked for another wine but white wine this time, Maria's favorite.  

Upon seeing the white wine, Maria's eyes widened, she immediately thought that Luna or Sakuya must 

have sold her out as they were the only ones that knew that white wine was her pêché mignon (cute 

sin), she had a secret bottle of white wine hidden under her bed back home, sometimes she would take 

it out and drink a bit.  

''Hahaha! I can see what you're thinking. Rest assured, none of them tell me anything; I just saw it 

myself. One night I couldn't sleep, and I thought I could ask you to accompany me as we watched the 

stars in the sky because I felt your presence, you weren't sleeping, to surprise you, I snuck into your 



room, but who would have thought that I would see something interesting, the Ice Empress drinking 

white wine with an intoxicated expression.''  

''Stop it!" Maria protested with a rare show of blushes on her face. Having one of her secrets being 

divulged like this made her embarrassed; the ice began to melt, albeit slowly.  

''Hahaha! Seeing you blush like that is cute; you're cute.'' Alex continued to tease her, Maria snorted and 

tried to snatch the bottle from Alex's hand, but the latter dodged with a grin.  

Maria stared at her hands in surprise; it was instinctual action; when she saw the bottle of white wine 

before her, she unconsciously stretched her hand to take it.  

Just as Maria was about to get angry because Alex seemed to be enjoying himself playing with her, she 

was shocked to see him switch into bartender mode and serve her a glass of wine, every gesture he 

made from opening the bottle, taking the glass, filling it and bringing it to her, it was filled with 

elegance.  

''Beautiful!" Maria unconsciously blurted out.  

''Thank you, My lady!" Alex said with a graceful bow. He went back and sat, lifting his glass, he declared. 

''To our happiness, cheers!"  

''Cheers!"  

Maria responded before slowly drinking her wine; Alex also did the same, like they savored the wine 

taste.  

Putting his glass down, Alex asked Maria.  

''Maria, tell me about your life before we came here, about your father, your mother.''  

Maria flinched upon hearing this question but sighed; she understood why Alex was asking this; he 

wished to learn more about her; he must have heard a bit of her past from others but still wished to 

hear it from her mouth directly. 

After a short period of silence, Maria told Alex about her past, about her family, and there was one thing 

Alex learned from her story, her past, her father made her into what she is today, all these things 

molded the current Maria. Her father's expectations made her into what she has changed her from a 

gentle girl into a cold one who would stop at nothing to get what she wanted. Her father made her 

desire to control everything, to be a leader, to be the one that decided, that dictated the rules. It was 

unfair, but Alex could understand why Maria's father did this; she was his only daughter, the only child 

who would inherit the family business. In that environment, you must stand atop the others to rule.  

''Ah! Don't worry, Alexia; you don't have to keep everything bottled up anymore. Nobody is placing their 

expectations on you; we are here, I'm here; please loosen up a bit; this is not Earth; you can be yourself. 

No, be yourself from now on, not something your father created, it would be hard, but I'm here, we all 

are.''  

Alex, who saw that Maria was still living in her father's shadow, declared, his words touched Maria's 

soul. She trembled, and she seemed to have come to a decision.  



''Thank you, Lex; I'm glad I have you. Please take care of me from now on, I'm not good at expressing 

myself, but I will slowly learn. Thank you.''  

Alex smiled in response, and their date continued. 

Chapter 599 - 575: Luna's Buff Skill 

Alex's date with Maria ended the late evening, after which Alex went on another date together with 

Luna and Gracier; it was just accompanying the girls as they brought clothes and others necessities. 

Exhausted, Alex sat on his bed and heaved a sigh of relief. 

''Women are scary. They refused that I mustn't store what had been brought into my item box. I was 

forced to carry all these things; how scary; I wonder why they did that?"  

〖Well, you can blame us more fun this way, besides letting others see what we brought is a way to tell 

others that our man is not a pauper; he knows how to spend on his women. Man that spend on their 

woman is respected, so it seems.〗Silveria explained. 

''I see, but how are you so knowledgeable on this matter?" Alex asked with a smile.  

〖Humph! I have a lot of boyfriends in the past and a ton of friends, so naturally, I know those things.〗

Silveria said, trying to sound calm, but her words were false as she was stuttering when speaking.  

Before Alex could tease her, saying that she was boasting, another person intervened.  

〖Virgin〗Nyx said without caring for her sister's feelings. Silveria froze and refused to talk afterward, 

making Alex laugh to his heart content; from today's interaction, he came to learn that Nyx was not 

completely expressionless as she could also joke and tease others, even it's only toward her sister. He 

did not know that his presence had begun affecting people beside him; Nyx wasn't an exception. She 

was slowly changing.  

''Ah! I'm tired. Gotta sleep!" Alex said before letting his body fall into the bed and soon fell asleep. 

The following morning the gentle rays of the rising sun peered their way through the light curtains. They 

provided a serene light in the room, shinning upon Alex's figure; his six-packs and well-defined body 

were visible, producing a picturesque view; if Luna were here, she would have wanted to immortalize 

this moment by drawing Alex picture.  

Normally, by this hour, Alex should have been up, but he showed no sign of waking up as he was still 

tired; he wished to sleep some more; however, he knew that he didn't have so much leisure time to 

waste. 

At this thought, Alex got up from the bed, strolled to the window, and looked outside. He just looked at 

the scenery outside before finishing his morning routine; after he was done, he went to the first floor, 

where the others were already waiting.  

''Greeting everyone.''  

Maria, Luna, and the others nodded. Alex sat on the highest seat and ate; after finishing the breakfast, 

Alex watched the others looking at him; they were waiting for his orders; as the leader, he ought to say 



something after his first day of work. Alex sighed, he was not good at those kinds of things, but he knew 

that humans are creatures that learn and adapt. 

''We will form a team that will go hunting for two days before alternating between teams to increase 

the Synchronisation rate,'' Alex ordered after a short moment of silence. 

Sera and others nodded their heads, acknowledging his order. The teams were decided shortly after. 

Maria, Eri, Sakuya formed one time, Kuina, Pandora, Zwei formed another one, Sera, Gracier, and Drei 

formed another one while Alex, Luna, and Alice formed the last team. It was not a three-person team, 

but the core was centered around those three; other players from the guild had been added as well.  

Having formed their respective team, they secretly departed not to let other guilds eyeing them from 

the dark know what they were preparing. 

Alex's team headed to a newly discovered dungeon, and the moment they entered, a notification 

window popped up.  

[Welcome to Lexie's dungeon, a proud magician in the past but somehow ends up on the dark side. It 

was said that an incredible treasure awaited the destined soul in the dungeon's depth. 

Dungeon grade: Extremely hard.]  

Alice was the vanguard, while Alex, the midguard he could also act as vanguard and rear guard 

depending on the situation; Luna was stationed in the rear.  

The first floor of the dungeon was plain filled with normal monsters such as goblins, slime, and kobolds, 

Alex's team had no trouble dealing with them as they progressed to the second floor, where they faced 

rare species; with their strength, they had no trouble dealing with the monster on the second, things 

continued like this until their reached the tenth floor where they faced their second boss, however, 

unlike the previous one, this one was a three-star Boss. 

''Get into formation, I don't know why such a strong monster appeared here, but it doesn't matter. Let 

fight it.'' Alex declared while summoning his guns; two silver guns appeared in his hands and were 

pointed at the seven-meter-tall gray wolf before him. 

[Gray Wolf] 

[Level 120]  

[Abilities: Vanish; Howl; Wind Tornado]  

Swoosh!  

Suddenly, the gray wolf disappeared, Alex immediately tried to locate it. Still, before he could, Luna had 

acted because the Gray wolf, instead of targeting Alex, Alice, or Luna, decided to target the weakest of 

the team, a player with the assassin job; he was also their scouter.  

However, before the wolf could pounce on the man, a golden barrier appeared and surrounded the 

man; the monster claw was bounced back, the monster immediately twisted its body to dodge Alex's 

bullet; however, he saw Alex smiling, which gave him chill, finally, aware that he had forgotten 



someone, the monster tried to use vanish again, but before he could, Alice sword had pierced its heart 

again, the gray wolf died on the spot. 

The group continued but to advance until they reached the thirtieth floor, and even before entering this 

floor, they could feel an ominous feeling coming from the other side of the door; the structure of the 

dungeon had changed into a flesh wall, this flash wall wriggled as if alive, it was truly disgusting.  

Giving one last glance at this flesh wall, Alex's group walked past the door; there they came face to face, 

a beating heart.  

Ba-dump! Ba-dump!  

The heartbeat accelerated as they walked in; Alex immediately signaled to his team to be on their guard 

as he could feel the ominous feeling lingering inside the room; the group ignored the shinning golden 

chest at the back of the room as they knew that they would not be able to reach that golden chest 

before the final boss would appear. 

Suddenly, the heart stopped beating, giving Alex a dangerous feeling.  

''Protect your eyes!" He ordered, immediately the seven men and women followed his instruction, then 

the heart which stopped exploded into crimson light that swept everything in its wake; however, thanks 

to Luna's timely assistance, no harm befell the group.  

After the light disappeared, Alex felt a chill down his spine, a feeling of danger like when he faced 

Incursio reappeared again.  

''Pr-"  

Before Alex could give another other, the sound of a gunshot rang.  

BANG! BANG!!!  

Three unlucky Alex's team members died before they could try defending themselves.  

Somehow, a White-haired Alex armed with a silver gun appeared; he used the same ability as the 

original, the consequence three players died.  

''Shit!" Alex cursed when he saw the carnage that took place; he couldn't do anything; he felt ashamed 

of himself; this clone was faster than him.  

Before Alex could move his switched place with his white clone through shadow shift, for the first time, 

Alex felt what it looked like to be at the other end of receiving; it was not a good feeling.  

BANG!  

Slash!  

Although Alice was surprised by Alex's clone, she still defended his attack again; the phantom bullet was 

cleanly into two; however, somehow, those two parts disappeared and reappeared before the fourth 

team member, he put his shield forward, but he wouldn't be able to make.  



Just as Luna was about to assist, she froze in place; the white-haired Alex had used his time to stop on 

her.  

''Fuck!''  

Getting played like this left a sour aftertaste inside Alex's mouth; he moved his two hands, a homing 

bullet flew toward the two divided phantom bullets.  

Boom!  

Fortunately, Alex succeeded in rescuing his team member at the last moment; however, he was not 

done; from his second hand, a knife was launched, it sliced through the air and arrived before the white-

haired Alex, who had no trouble taking care of this knife, however, by doing this he was momentarily 

busy, Alice used this opportunity to attack him, yet he was still able to deal with her attack perfectly.  

Meanwhile, Luna, who had been forgotten, made a move; she raised her staff she had summoned and 

tapped the butt against the ground while chanting a spell. 

[Buff Effectiveness Amplification AOE: SAINT GLORIA!]  

White light burst out from the staff and was transformed into a white unicorn, which entered Alex's and 

others' bodies; they saw their stats increase, the white-haired Alex's stats decreased.. From there 

onward, the fight became easy, with Alex's team winning in the end.  

Chapter 600 - 576: Into The Tower 

Four months passed in a flash, Alex and his guild members were ready to challenge the tower, during 

these two months, not much happened, Incursio didn't find trouble with them, she didn't try anything, 

she just let them be, Alex quickly swallowed the guild under him making the original seven guilds to 

become five guilds with Alex guild being the fourth, as for the fifth guild, it was mysterious, nobody no 

who is the guild master nor how many members there were inside this guild. 

Lilith and Artemia never appeared, so others concluded that they had already entered the tower. The 

Holy Daughter came one month ago; she refused first when asked to go under Alex. Three weeks ago, 

she accepted after repetitive failure to establish a renowned guild that could stand shoulder to shoulder 

with Alex's guild.  

Now, the day had finally come for the group to go into the tower. 

Although Alex had not leveled up for months, he was still happy as he gained other things in return.  

[Alex Grim] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 18 

Male 

Race: High Human ???? 

Level 127 



Experience Value (XP): 175000/201500 

HP: 4800/4800 

MP: 8260/8260 

STA: 3800/3800 

Magic: None 

ATK: 2630  

DEF: 2230 

AGI: 2220 (+200)  

INT: 2260 

LUK: 1860 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Fame: 10000 

Gift: Death Guns [???????] 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 4] [Link Level 5] [Gun Art Level Level 10] [High 

Regeneration Level 9] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow Shift Level 5] 

[Blade Dance Level 4] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Flash Level 3] (New) {A/N: A combination of Accel and 

Drifter} [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Steel Level 3]  

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] {Erase} {Magic 

Bullet: (5 Ice Bullets; 10 Flame Bullets; 7 Water Bullets; 4 Lightning Bullets)} {Snatch} [Hellsing] [Xerox] 

{Death Bullet (???)} [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye of Truth Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's 

Body] (Usable for ten seconds) 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] 

Even though he did not gain a new level, Alex worked hard in other areas such as acquiring magic 

bullets, erasing ability he did not often use (overdrive), he trained until he could use his mana body, 

when this skill unleashed, his body would draw all the surrounding mana, increasing his mana 

exponentially to ten thousand. However, this could only last ten seconds; Alex had already anticipated 

which ability he would use during this time.  

'Everything is perfect, now let's go.!' Alex thought before looking in the direction of a certain building; in 

this building seemed to be someone whose feature couldn't be seen as the curtain obscured it, but this 

person gave the impression that whoever it might be, this person was smiling. Alex smiled in return 

before turning his face toward the gigantic tower in the distance.  



''Let's go!" He said before he began walking toward the tower.  

The others nodded and followed him; they were all dressed in black. The two hundred guild members 

were divided into teams. They did this because it was impossible to be together once inside the tower. 

After all, you would be sent into a random area, so dividing your members into teams was a good 

solution to have some members stay together even when you would be sent into a random area. Alex 

led one group, Maria led another group with Sera working under her, Luna led another group, Eri and 

the holy daughter are part of this team, Leon formed another group, Pandora, Zwei, and Drei were part 

of this group, Gracier led another group, it was her first time acting as a leader; naturally Alice was part 

of this group.  

Finally, after taking several short teleportation portals, the group arrived before a giant tower. Standing 

before this tower were a lot of players and NPCs (native of this world); the real attraction in Exodus was 

none other than this tower said to contain what one desire, the more you climb, the more reward you 

would get, you can become a true God once you climb up to the last floor and succeed in conquering it.  

''Oh! New faces have come. I wonder how far they can go.'' Said a short man with a big ax twice his side 

on his back.  

''Shh!" Another man beside the shorty made a sign telling him not to speak so loudly while pointing at 

the emblem on Alex's chest; it was his guild insignia, two guns crossed over a black dragon, Alex's guild 

name had been changed into God's may cry. This God is referring to Incursio; it was to tell her that this 

time it wouldn't be like the other time. 

''Eh! It's the Fourth guild said not to be worse than the third guild; their leader is the one-eyed demon.'' 

Another said with a trembling finger, which he pointed at Alex.  

Currently, Alex wore an eye patch, no he began wearing one since the day it was announced that he was 

the guild master of the God's might cry guild; shortly after there was an incident, two small guilds joined 

together and ambushed Alex's team (Alex had five members at that time), however, to everyone horror 

Alex massacred these two guilds just by himself, he hunts them down until they left Exodus because of 

the constant hunting; thus Alex gained a nickname: the one-eyed Devil because he wore an eye patch 

over his right eye and was considered too vicious. 

Alex ignored the gossips around him, and with his guild's members, they headed into the first floor of 

the tower. Just as he stepped inside, a notification window appeared before him.  

[Welcome to the Sky Tower, 4000 Fame points will be deducted as entrance fee. May you find what you 

seek.] 

This window disappeared shortly after, and Alex found himself in an unfamiliar land.  

''Where is this place?"  

Alex said while looking at his surrounding; he was standing atop a mountain, fog surrounding him.  

''Which floor is this? The first floor?"  

 


